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The effects of type I FA  and type II FA  color centers on 

tunable laser activity and adsorbate–substrate interactions of halogen atoms 

(F, Cl, Br, I, At) at the (0 0 1) surface of KBr, are investigated by using 

quantum mechanical CI singles and DFT ab initio methods. Clusters of 

variable sizes were embedded in the simulated Coulomb fields that closely 

approximate the Madelung fields of the host surface, and ions that were the 

nearest neighbors to the defect site were allowed to relax to equilibrium in 

order to calculate the optical properties. The sensitivity of the calculated 

transition energies (Stokes shifts) of Type I FA  and Type II FA  

laser as well as related optical properties such as relaxed excited states 

orientational bleaching, defect formation energies, exciton (energy) transfer, 

and the Glasner –Tompkins empirical rule, to the coordination number of the 

surface ion were examined. The effects of F and FA center on the halogen atom 

surface interaction as well as the relative roles of energy gaps and spin pairing 

in the course of adsorbate–substrate interactions were examined. 

 

1. Introduction: 

Fritz and Menke [1] showed that it was possible to observe a laser 

emission in a flash-lamp pumped rod containing FA (II) centers i.e. F-centers 

associated with a small radius substitutional cationic impurity and characterized 

by an emission at a much larger wave-length than classical F-centers. In 1974, 

Mollenauer and Olson [2] pumped the same material with a krypton laser and 

started the field of continuous wave tunable color center lasers. In FA centers 

[3] the three-fold degenerate 2p state of the F-center is split in absorption due 

to the adjacent cationic impurity, thus forming two well-resolved absorption 

transitions " FA1 band " and " FA2 band ". Two types of centers are therefore 

distinguished corresponding to the different relaxation behavior of the centers 
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after optical excitations: in type I FA centers, F- centers are attached to a large-

size cationic impurities, and in type II F centers, F- centers are attached to a 

small-size cationic impurities relative to the host cation. 
 

For tunable laser applications, the electron-phonon coupling provides the 

most important property of broadened Stokes-Shifted optical transition bands 

between absorption and emission and an almost ideal four energy level scheme 

[4]. Consider the working principle of a dye laser which uses the optical 

pumping of F-centers yielding a four-level system. The optical pumping 

consists of four steps; excitation, relaxation of excited states, emission and 

relaxation to the ground state. The only populations of any significance are the 

populations of the relaxed ground state and excited states respectively. The 

question of whether efficient laser oscillation can be obtained with a specific 

center depends on non-interfering of the pumping cycle from a four energy 

level diagram [5]. 
 

           The most important physical property of any material considered for 

tunable laser applications is the existence of strong and broad optical 

transitions. The electrons associated with a defect interact strongly with the 

surrounding vibrating crystal ions, resulting in optical transitions, which are 

allowed in a broad band around the defect specific central transitions. All color 

center lasers realized so far are based on electronic defects. Until recently the 

potential of FA color centers for useful laser action had been ignored as far as 

first principal calculations are concerned. The first aim of this paper is, 

therefore, to examined the effects of the size of the impurity cation (adjacent to 

FA center) on the laser activity at the KBr surface, in addition to some related 

properties such as RES orientational bleaching, defect formation energies, 

exciton (energy) transfer and Glasner–Tompkins relation and the relative 

positions of the RESs with respect to the conduction band of the perfect crystal 

using ab initio methods of molecular electronic structure calculations. 
 

Understanding the nature of adsorbate–substrate interactions is of great 

importance in fields such as catalysis, corrosion, gas sensors and 

microelectronics. In general, adsorbate–substrate interactions result from the 

tendency of the adsorbate valence electrons to interact with the available 

substrate electrons. This interaction can be expected to have a major role if 

there exists a small energy gap between adsorbate and substrate surface, or if 

the adsorbate has an open shell electronic configuration where spin pairing 

occurs. However, very little is yet known about the adsorptivity of the halogen 

series F, Cl, Br, I and At on KBr surfaces. We have therefore performed a fairly 

extensive set of density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The second aim 

of this paper is, therefore, to shed light on the effects of F and FA center on the 
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halogen atom surface interaction as well as the relative roles of energy gaps and 

spin pairing in the course of adsorbate–substrate interactions. 
 

The present study is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present some 

aspects of the computational methods used to calculate the relevant properties. 

In Section 3 we discuss the results of our calculations. Finally, conclusions are 

presented in Section 4. 
 

2. Methods: 

2.1. Crystal Simulation: 

There are several methods to simulate crystals, either by finite or infinite 

systems [6–11]. In the case of finite systems, only local portions of the crystal 

are considered. For such an approach, clusters of varying sizes in the bulk or 

surface structures are suitable approximations.  
 

2.1.1. Bulk simulation.  

To simulate the ionic crystal bulk, We follow a procedure previously 

reported for alkali halide and alkaline earth oxides [12–14]. A finite ionic 

crystal of 288 point charges was first constructed. The Coulomb potentials 

along the X and Y axes of this crystal are zero by symmetry as in the host 

crystal. The 1 charges on the outer shells listed in Table 1 were then 

modified, using a fitting procedure, to make the Coulomb potential at the four 

central sites closely approximate the Madelung potential of the host crystal, and 

to make the Coulomb potential at the eight points with coordinates (0, R, R) 

and ( R, 0, R) where R is half the lattice distance, which for KBr is 3.298Å , 

equal to zero as it should be in the host crystal. With charges, 0.409283 and 

0.800909, the Coulomb potential in the region occupied by the central ions is 

very close to that in the unit cell of the host crystal. The Coulomb potential was 

calculated to be (1.748) at the four central sites (compared with 1.746 for an 

alkali halide ionic crystal) and (0.0) at the previously defined eight points 

(compared with 0.0 for the ionic crystal).  

 

2.1.2. Surface simulation. 

 The low coordinated surfaces of the KBr crystal represented in Fig. (1) 

were then generated as follows: 
 

1. All charged centers with Cartesian coordinates ( X), ( Y) and (Z > 0) 

were eliminated to generate a flat surface with 176 charged centers 

occupying the three-dimensional space ( X),( Y) and (Z 0). 
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2. All charged centers with Cartesian coordinates( X), (Y > 1) and (Z > 0) 

were eliminated to generate an edge with 121 charged centers occupying the 

three-dimensional space ( X), (Y 1) and (Z 0). 

3. All charged centers with Cartesian coordinates (-X> 1), (Y > 1) and (Z > 0) 

were eliminated to generate the Br- corner with 81 charged centers 

occupying the three-dimensional space (-X 1), (Y 1) and (Z 0). 

 

 
 

Fig. (1). Representation of the Z=0 plane of the lattice used in the calculations. 

 

 

The clusters of Fig.(2) were then embedded within the central region of 

the crystal surface. All the electrons of the embedded clusters were included in 

the Hamiltonian of the ab initio calculations. Other crystal sites entered the 

Hamiltonian either as full or partial ionic charges as demonstrated in Table (1). 
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Table (1): Specification of the finite lattice used for Flat, Edge, and Br - - 

corner  

                  surface of KBr. R is half the lattice distance, which for KBr is 3.298Å  

                 and r is the distance of the appropriate shell from the center of the 

lattice. 
   

Flat                                           Edge                                               Br- - corner 

r2/R2 
Coordinates/R 

X, Y, Z 

Number 

of 

centers 

Coordinates/R 

X, Y, Z 

Number 

of 

centers 

Coordinates/R 

X, Y, Z 

Number 

of centers 

Charge 

 ׀q׀

2 

6 

10 

14 

18 

18 

22 

26 

26 

30 

32 

34 

38 

38 

42 

46 

50 

50 

50 

54 

54 

58 

66 

54 

62 

66 

82 

86 

1 1 0 

1 1 2 

3 1 0 

3 1 2  

1 1 4 

3 3 0 

3 3 2 

5 1 0 

3 1 4 

5 1 2 

3 3 4 

5 3 0 

5 3 2 

1 1 6 

5 1 4 

3 1 6 

5 5 0 

5 3 4 

7 1 0 

5 5 2 

3 3 6 

7 3 0 

5 5 4 

7 1 2 

7 3 2 

1 1 8 

9 1 0 

9 1 2  

4 

4 

8 

8 

4 

4 

4 

8 

8 

8 

4 

8 

8 

4 

8 

8 

4 

8 

8 

4 

4 

8 

4 

8 

8 

4 

8 

8 
∑= 176 

1 1 0 

1 1 2 

3 1 0 

3 1 2  

1 1 4 

3 3 0 

3 3 2 

5 1 0 

3 1 4 

5 1 2 

3 3 4 

5 3 0 

5 3 2 

1 1 6 

5 1 4 

3 1 6 

5 5 0 

5 3 4 

7 1 0 

5 5 2 

3 3 6 

7 3 0 

5 5 4 

7 1 2 

7 3 2 

1 1 8 

9 1 0 

9 1 2  

4 

4 

6 

6 

4 

2 

2 

6 

6 

6 

2 

4 

4 

4 

6 

6 

2 

4 

6 

2 

2 

4 

2 

6 

4 

4 

6 

6 
∑= 121 

1 1 0 

1 1 2 

3 1 0 

3 1 2  

1 1 4 

3 3 0 

3 3 2 

5 1 0 

3 1 4 

5 1 2 

3 3 4 

5 3 0 

5 3 2 

1 1 6 

5 1 4 

3 1 6 

5 5 0 

5 3 4 

7 1 0 

5 5 2 

3 3 6 

7 3 0 

5 5 4 

7 1 2 

7 3 2 

1 1 8 

9 1 0 

9 1 2  

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

1 

4 

4 

4 

1 

2 

2 

4 

4 

4 

1 

2 

4 

1 

1 

2 

1 

4 

2 

4 

4 

4 
∑ = 81 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0.409283 

0.409283 

0.800909 

0.800909 

0.800909 
 

                                   

2.2. Calculations: 

2.2.1. Configuration Coordinate Diagrams: 

To examine the FA center tunable laser activity, we have to construct the 

corresponding configuration coordinate diagrams. In the configuration coordinate 

diagram[15–18], the electronic energies in the ground and excited states are 

plotted versus the displacement of usually a single configuration coordinate Q 

which represents a certain localized mode or normal mode of the lattice coupling 
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to the electron. In other words, Q represents the simultaneous inward–outward 

displacements of the nearest neighbor cations to the defect site(s) from the lattice 

interionic separation (Q = 0) along the axes joining them with the defect site(s). 

The other ions were retained in their original positions in the lattice. Within the 

harmonic approximation, the electronic states are parabolas with different 

curvatures for the ground and the excited states and the strength of the electron – 

phonon coupling is reflected by the different equilibrium positions of the 

parabolas. For strong coupling the shift is large and for weak coupling it is small. 

Starting from the doublet ground state of the FA center an optical excitation 

produces a transition into the excited states at fixed nuclear coordinates assuming 

Franck–Condon principle i.e. vertical in the configuration coordinate diagram. 

Due to the Gaussian shaped probability function for the lowest vibrational state 

the transition starts with highest probability from the equilibrium position Q1. 

The electronic distribution reached after excitation in the excited state is not in 

equilibrium with the lattice at Q1. As a consequence the ions oscillate towards 

new equilibrium position. The time needed for this relaxation is in the sub-

picosecond range [19]. The vibrational energy will be dissipated via 

anharmonicity into lattice phonons and the electron-lattice system will reach the 

new equilibrium position Q2, the relaxed excited state (RES). After the mean life 

time the excited electron returns in a vertical emission process to the ground 

state, and the subsequent lattice relaxation completes the optical cycle [4]. 
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  : 0.0.0   

Fig. (2): Representation of the defect containing surfaces of  KBr. 
The electron–phonon coupling and its effects on the optical transitions 

can be illustrated with the well-known configuration coordinate diagram. To 

construct the configuration coordinate diagrams, the ion clusters representing 

the FA centers at the flat, edge and corner surfaces of KBr were first embedded 

in the three-dimensional arrays of point ions described in the Section 2.1. The 

representation of the ion clusters considered in the calculations is given in  

Fig. (2). The absorption and emission energies were then calculated as the 

difference between the total energies of the ground and the excited states. For 

this purpose, the relevant potential energy curves were calculated, then 

according to the Franck–Condon principle the absorption energy was calculated 

as that for a vertical transition from the minimum of the relaxed ground state to 

the excited state (with fixed atomic coordinates). The luminescence energy was 

calculated in a similar manner. Stokes shifts were then calculated as the 

difference between absorption and emission energies.  

  

 

2.2.2. Configuration interaction-singles method.  
 

The configuration interaction-singles(CIS) method was employed for the 

calculations of FA tunable laser activity, exciton (energy) transfer, relaxed 

excited state orientational bleaching and defect formation energies. The full CI 

method forms the wavefunction   as a linear combination of the Hartree–

Fock determinant and all possible substituted determinants: 

 

 
where the 0 indexed term is the Hartree–Fock level, and s runs over all possible 

substitutions. In a single substitution, a virtual orbital replaces an occupied 

orbital within the determinant. The  are the set of coefficients to be solved 

for by minimizing the energy of the resultant wavefunction. Consequently, the 

Configuration Interaction-Singles method uses the configuration interaction 

approach and models excited states as combinations of single substitutions out 

of the Hartree–Fock ground state. The CI-Singles theory is an adequate zeroth-

order treatment for many excited states of molecules. Treatments of large 

molecular systems can be made affordable by the avoidance of integral storage 

and transformation, and thus the Configuration Interaction-Singles method has 

a wide range of applicability. A satisfactory exploration of potential energy 

surfaces and accurate electronic properties of excited states are possible by the 
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use of an analytic Configuration Interaction-Singles gradient [20a]. The method 

includes some electron correlation in the excited states, and can provide 

reasonable accuracy for excitation energies in comparison with the simplest 

way to find the lowest relaxed excited state in wide gap insulators, namely, the 

self consistent field calculations of the triplet state [21]. We also note that 

Sousa and Illas [20b] have examined the impact that proper electron correlation 

treatment could have an optical absorption energy of F-centers in MgO. 

 

2.2.3. Density functional theory method.  

 

Density functional theory method was employed for the calculations of the 

differences between the band gaps and exciton bands (Glasner–Tompkins 

relation). Kohn and Sham [20c] showed that the exact ground-state purely 

electronic energy E of an n-electron molecule with ground state electron 

probability density  is given by the equation 
 

 
 

where  , i = 1,2,. . . ,n are the Kohn–Sham orbitals, and the exchange 

correlation energy  is a functional in . Kohn and Sham also showed 

that the exact ground-state  

can be found from  according to 
 

 
 

The density functional theory calculations were performed by using Becke’s 

three-parameter exchange functional B3with LYP correlation functional [22]. 

This hybrid functional includes a mixture of a Hartree–Fock exchange with 

DFT exchange correlation. Originally the functional B included the Slater 

exchange along with corrections involving the gradient of the density [23] and 

the correlation functional LYP is that of Lee, Yang and Parr, which includes 

both local and non-local terms [24].  

 

     The adsorption energy Eads of the adatom on the substrate surface was 

calculated from the relation 
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The terms appearing on the right hand side are the total energies of the complex 

(adsorbate + substrate), the adsorbate (F; Cl; Br; I; At) and the substrate 

(defect-free or defect containing), obtained from three independent calculations 

using the same supercell. The negative adsorption energy Eads indicates that the 

bound adsorbate is electronically stable. Stevens and coworkers ECP basis set 

CEP-121G [25] was employed in the calculations.  

The computations reported in this paper were carried out by using Gaussian 98 

system [26]. 

 

3. Results and Discussion: 
3.1. FA laser and related properties 

3.1.1. FA tunable laser activities 

 

The configuration coordinate data of FA at the low coordinated surfaces 

of KBr are given in Table (2) and the configuration coordinate curves are given 

in Fig. (3a, b, c, d). The strength of the electron– phonon couplings as reflected 

by the shifts in the equilibrium positions Q2 - Q1 and the values of Stokes-shifts 

between the ground states and the low lying excited states follow the order 

flat < edge < corner for  and  .In case of follow the order edge  < 

corner < flat.  In the other words of cationic radius for flat 

and corner and for edge. The laser activity attributed to the 

FA centers at the (0 0 1) surface of KBr crystal is therefore inversely 

proportional to the size of the dopant cation  relative to the 

size of the host cation ( ). 
 

Table (2): Minima of the ground states (Q1), low lying excited states (Q2), 

horizontal shifts along the configurations coordinate (Q2-Q1), 

absorption and emission energies Eabsorption and Eemission and Stokes - 

shifts of FA centers at the low coordinated surfaces of KBr calculated at 

the CIS level. All lengths are given in Å and energies are given in eV. 
 

 Q1 Q2 Q2 - Q1 Eabsorpation Eemission Stokes - shifts 

Flat       
+Li 3.56 3.73 0.17 0.984 0.464 0.520 
+Na 3.55 3.71 0.16 1.039 0.528 0.511 
+Rb 3.55 3.68 0.13 0.989 0.599 0.390 

Cs+ 3.49 3.55 0.06 1.092 0.926 0.166 

Edge       
+Li 3.53 3.73 0.20 1.054 0.618 0.436 
+Na 3.55 3.71 0.16 1.016 0.641 0.375 
+Rb 3.55 3.68 0.13 0.972 0.681 0.291 

Cs+ 3.46 3.61 0.15 1.089 0.772 0.317 

Corner       
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+Li 3.50 3.74 0.25 1.170 0.871 0.300 
+Na 3.55 3.73 0.18 0.968 0.690 0.278 
+Rb 3.56 3.69 0.13 0.777 0.552 0.225 

Cs+ 3.45 3.56 0.11 0.823 0.620 0.203 
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Fig. (3a): The configuration coordinates diagrams of the low coordinated surfaces of 

KBr with FA color center. Minima of the ground states (Q1) and low lying 

excited states (Q2). 

g: ground stat      e: low lying excited state     1: absorbtion     2: emission         
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Fig. (3b): The configuration coordinates diagrams of the low coordinated surfaces of 

KBr with FA  color center. Minima of the ground states (Q1) and low lying 

excited states (Q2). 

g: ground stat     e: low lying excited state      1: absorbtion     2: emission 
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Q2 

 
 

 

Fig. (3c): The configuration coordinates diagrams of the low coordinated surfaces of 

KBr with FA color center. Minima of the ground states (Q1) and low lying 

excited states (Q2). 

g: ground stat     e: low lying excited state      1: absorbtion      2: emission                      
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Fig. (3d): The configuration coordinates diagrams of the low coordinated surfaces of 

KBr with FA color center. Minima of the ground states (Q1) and low lying 

excited states (Q2). 

g: ground stat     e: low lying excited state     1: absorbtion      2: emission         

 
To explain this relation, consider the present type I FA (F centers 

attached to the large-size cationic impurities and  relative to ) and type 

II FA centers (F centers attached to the small-size cationic impurities  and  

 relative to ). In type I FA centers, the anisotropy and np splitting 

observed in absorption disappears in the relaxation process; the wave function 

of the relaxed excited state RES is spatially diffused, the ns states lie below the 
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np states and a depolarized long lifetime emission results, similar to the  F 

centers  case, including small Stokes shifts relative to that of . The only 

difference in the emission process is a slightly higher transition probability due 

to the axial perturbation of the impurity ion. In type II FA centers, the splitting 

of the absorption transitions is similar to the type I FA case but the relaxation 

process is drastically changed. Due to the small size of the neighboring 

impurity relative to , the system minimizes its energy by relaxing into an 

`ionic saddle point configuration', forming a double well potential for the center 

electron in the relaxed excited state. The lowest electronic states of this 

potential are symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the ground states of 

the two wells. They have an energy separation and are connected by strongly 

allowed electric dipole transitions. As a result, type II FA centers show a 

polarized emission with large radiative transition probability and Stokes shifts 

relative to . This leads to a two-fold increase in the cross-section for 

stimulated emission as compared with type I FA centers. 
 

3.1.2. Relaxed excited state orientational bleaching 

One consequence of the relaxed excited state saddle point configuration 

of FA center is a temperature independent ionic reorientation during the pump 

cycle, i.e. a change of the center axis into a perpendicular (equivalent) 

orientation. This effect can be understood from Fig. (4) where it is seen that 

after the emission process the saddle point ion has a 50% chance of hopping to 

the >110< anion vacancy site opposite to its starting location. Therefore, if an 

FA center system, in particular type II FA, is excited in either one of its 

absorption bands with polarized light having its propagation direction parallel 

to a >100 < axis and the electric field vector E parallel to a perpendicular >100 

axis, the FA centers excited by the E-vector will quickly switch to >100 

directions where they are no longer excited and the system will become 

experimentally transparent for the excitation light [4]. To examine the 

orientational bleaching theoretically, we have calculated the total energies of 

the original relaxed excited state configurations and the assumed relaxed 

excited state saddle point configurations of type I and II FA centers at the 

surface of KBr. The differences between the energies of these configurations 

(the energy barriers to orientational bleaching in laser experiment) are given in 

Table (3), from which it is shown that the barrier to the migration of bromide 

anion FA site is directly proportional to the size of the dopant cation. We may 

therefore conclude that the probability of orientational bleaching is inversely 

proportional to the size of the impurity cation relative to the host cation. In 

other words, orientational bleaching can occur in both types of F centers (I and 

II) but more probable for type II than for type I. Experimentally, in order to 

avoid orientational bleaching, the pump polarization and direction of 
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propagation of the pump beam inside the crystal have to be chosen such that 

they are not parallel to a >100< direction. 

 

 
 

   Fig. (4): Representation of the assumed RES saddle point ion configurations    

                  responsible for orientational bleaching in laser experiment. 
 

 

Table (3): Energy barriers to orientional bleaching of FA center at the low 

coordination surfaces of KBr.  

 

Flat   
+Li  0.511 
+Na  0.868 
+Rb  1.421 

Cs+  1.600 

Edge   
+Li  1.276 
+Na  1.613 
+Rb  2.026 

Cs+  2.882 

Corner   
+Li  0.039 
+Na  2.200 
+Rb  2.060 

Cs+  3.275 
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     a Energies are given in eV. 

3.1.3. Exciton (energy) transfer 

The relative total energies of the excited states at different low coordinated 

surface sites could be used as the first indicator of whether the exciton excited 

at a particular surface site would transfer to another site. In order to be able to 

compare the results for different shapes and sizes of quantum clusters, the 

relative energies of the excited states for different coordinations were estimated 

following the method of Shluger et al [22]. The ionization energies I for the 

clusters were calculated using the CIS method. Assuming the vacuum level for 

all systems considered, the ground state total energies were placed at –I as 

shown in Fig (5). Then the energies of the excited states were located with 

respect to the defined positions of the ground states using the excitation 

energies. As one case see in Fig 5, the excited states at the corner has higher 

energy than that at the flat or at the edge surfaces. The energies of the excited 

states at the edge and corner surface appear to be very similar. 
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Fig. (5): Electrostatic potential curves over the defect- free and defect containing 

surfaces of  KBr. 

3.1.4. FA defect formation energies 

To clarify the dependence of FA defect formation energies on the 

bromide ion coordination, an attempt has been made to calculate this quantity at 

each of the flat, edge and corner sites. The FA defect formation energies were 

calculated by subtracting the sum of the total energies of the reactants from 

those of the products 

  

 
 

Here the reactants are the defect-free flat, edge and corner surfaces and the 

products are the corresponding defect-containing surfaces as well as the free Br 

atom and K+ ion. The defect formation energies are given in Table (4). As one 

can see in this table, FA defect can be easily formed at the low coordinated 

corner surface relative to the flat and edge surfaces. In other words, we can 

conclude that the products of type II FA center can be easily formed relative to I 

FA . 

 

3.1.5. The Glasner – Tompkins relation 

Glasner and Tompkins [27] reported an empirical relationship between 

the principal optical absorption of F-centers in solids and the fundamental 

absorption of the host crystal. The difference between the first exciton 

absorption energy EX and the F band energy EF was found to depend almost 

exclusively on the negative ion species. In other words, the Glasner–Tompkins 

empirical rule suggests that the energy difference between the fundamental 

absorption of an alkali halide and the F band is very nearly a function of the 

halide species alone. EX, EF, EX – EF and >EX - EF < for twelve alkali halides 

have been reported by Malghani and Smith [28], and for LiH and LiF by 

Shalabi et al. [29]. To apply the Glasner–Tompkins relation to the present F 

and FA center at the low coordinated surfaces of KBr, the bromide ion 

coordination dependence of band gaps and exciton bands is needed. A complete 

treatment for understanding the host dependence of band gaps would involve 

theories of excitons [30] and defects [31] which take into account the band 

structure. We use the simple electron transfer model of the fundamental optical 

absorption of ionic solids developed by Hilsch and Pohl [32]. This model, in its 

simplest form, explains the fundamental optical absorption EX as the transfer of 

an electron from a negative ion to a neighboring positive ion both placed 

adjacent to the defect site. It seems likely that all centers have perturbed 

excitons formed nearby [17, 33-34]. Theoretically, we calculate EX as the 

change in Coulomb energy associated with the transfer of an electron from a 
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halide host ion to an alkali host ion, both placed adjacent to the F or FA center, 

and calculate EF as the energy gap between the valence and conduction bands. 

The correlation between the bromide ion coordination and the energy 

difference between the exciton bands and band gaps, Ex and EF, respectively 

are given in Table (5). As shown, the results emphasize the exclusive 

dependence of the energy differences on the bromine coordination. The energy 

difference is significantly reduced as the bromine coordination increases, 

generalizing in turn, the Glasner–Tompkins relation to include the reduced 

bromine coordination at KBr surface 

 

Table (4) : The defect formation energies at the low coordination surfaces of KBra. 
 

 Flat    

(K9Br14) + Li+  
AF  K8Br13 + Br + K+ 

4.11 

(K9Br14) + Na+  
AF  K8Br13 + Br + K+  

4.44 

(K9Br14)   
AF  K9Br13 + Br  

5.19 

(K9Br14) + Rb+  
AF  K8Br13 + Br + K+    

6.36 

(K9Br14) + Cs+  
 


AF  K8Br13 + Br + K+ 

5.44 

Edge    

(K6Br10) + Li+  
AF  K5Br9 + Br + K+ 

4.16 

(K6Br10) + Na+  
AF  K6Br9 + Br + K+ 

4.47 

(K6Br10)   
AF  K5Br9 + Br  

5.16 

(K6Br10) + Rb+  
AF  K5Br9 + Br + K+ 

6.17 

(K6Br10) + Cs+  
AF  K5Br9 + Br + K+ 

5.33 

Corner    

(K4Br7) + Li+  
AF  K3Br6 + Br + K+ 

3.89 

(K4Br7) + Na+  
AF  K3Br6 + Br + K+ 

4.26 

(K4Br7)   
AF  K4Br6 + Br + K+ 

5.05 

(K4Br7) + Rb+  
AF  K3Br6 + Br + K+ 

5.88 
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(K4Br7) + Cs+  
AF  K3Br6 + Br + K+ 

5.15 

 

     a Energies are given in eV. 

 

Table (5): FA  band gaps EFA  and exciton bands EX of the defect 

                containing surfaces of KBr.a 

 

                  EFA
+ EX  EX - EFA

+ 

Flat    
+Li 1.205 10.676 9.471 
+Na 1.193 10.684 9.491 

                   K+    1.102 10.698 9.596 
+Rb 1.129 10.699 9.570 

Cs+ 1.042 10.700 9.658 

Edge    
+Li 1.184 10.777 9.593 
+Na 1.160 10.786 9.626 

+   K 1.094 10.802 9.708 
+Rb 1.111 10.802 9.691 

Cs+ 1.040 10.808 9.768 

Corner    
+Li 1.472 10.735 9.263 
+Na 1.280 10.732 9.452 

+   K 0.959 10.702 9.743 
+Rb 0.960   10.701 9.741 

Cs+ 0.764 10.691 9.927 
 

     a Energies are given in eV. 

 

3.2. The adorptivity of halogen atoms 

3.2.1. Electrostatic potentials 

To shed light on the possible electrostatic contributions to the adsorbate–

substrate interactions when using the defect-free and defect containing surfaces 

of KBr, we looked first at the electrostatic potential curves at the bromide ion 

site of the defect-free surface and the F and FA sites of the defect containing 

surfaces. Fig. (6) shows that the electrostatic potentials due to the defect-free 

and defect containing surfaces are different at the distances considered for 

adsorbate–substrate interactions, leading thus to different electric fields and 

electric field derivatives. Since the electrostatic interaction of the adatom with 

the surface will mainly consist of electric field induced dipole and electric field 

derivatives-induced quadrupole moments, one expects that the classical 
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contributions to the adsorbate–substrate interactions are quite different for the 

defect-free and the defect containing surfaces of KBr (see Fig. 7). 

 

    Fig. (6): Diagram representing the relative energies of ground and excited 

states of the low coordinated surfaces of KBr. 
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Fig. (7):  The adsorption of the F, Cl, Br, I and At over the defect –free and defect 

containing surfaces of KBr. 

3.2.2. The adsorbate – substrate interactions 

We may now consider the adsorbate–substrate interactions by examining 

the adsorptivity of F, Cl, Br, I and At on two equivalent sites, namely the 

bromide ion site of the defect-free surface and the F and FA sites of the defect 

containing surfaces. The ions surrounding the F or FA center were allowed to 

relax to equilibrium and the adsorbate–substrate distances were optimized in all 

cases. The corresponding results of the equilibrium adsorbate–substrate 

distances and adsorption energies are collected in Table 6. As shown in Table 

6, the halogen atoms adsorbs chemically under the effect of F or FA center 

imperfection. The F or FA surface imperfection enhances the adsorption of the 

halogen atoms and change the nature of adsorption from physical adsorption to 

chemical adsorption. The type I FA center enhances the adsorption of the 

halogen atoms more significantly than the F and II FA centers and the 

adsorption energies are monotonically increasing function in the 

electronegativity of the halogen species. The calculated pattern of adsorption 

energies is consistent with that already expected from the electrostatic potential 

curves where distinct differences in adsorption energies occur between the 

defect-free and the defect containing surfaces. 
 

3.2.3. Mulliken charges and adsorbate – substrate interactions 

To correlate the strength of halogen interactions at the considered surface 

sites with the electronic charge distribution, using Mulliken method of 

population analysis, we collected the charges on the adsorbed halogen atom in 

each complex in Table (7). As shown, the strength of adsorbate – substrate 

interaction (the adsorption energy) is directly proportional to the amount of 

charge transferred between the halogen atom and the defect-free surface. With 

some exceptions  

(Cl and Br adsorbates), the strength of adsorbate – substrate interaction is also 

shown to be directly proportional to the amount of charge transferred between 

the halogen atom and the defect containing surfaces. One may therefore expect 

that spin pairing between the open shell adsorbate and substrate surface plays 

an important role in the adsorptivity of halogen atoms at the KBr surface.  
 

3.2.4. The relative roles of energy gaps and spin pairing. 

To examine the relative roles of (i) the energy gap between the halogen 

atom and the substrate surface, (ii) the spin pairing between the halogen atom 

single electron and the F or FA single electron, in the course of the adsorbate–

substrate interactions, the energy levels, tops of valence bands and bottoms of 

conduction bands for each of the F, Cl, Br, I and At as well as the defect-free 
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and the defect containing surfaces are given in Fig. (8). We first know from 

Table (7) that the adsorptivity of the halogen atoms follows the order F > Cl > 

Br > I > At. Inspection of Fig. (8) shows that the energy gaps between the 

halogen atoms and the substrate surface follows unexpectedly the same order. 

We have therefore state that the spin pairing factor, rather than the energy gap 

factor, plays the dominant role in the course of adsorbate–substrate interactions 

and the large increase in adsorption energies, following surface imperfection, is 

mainly attributed to the role of spin pairing. 
 

Table(7) : Mulliken charges of  F, Cl, Br, I and At adsorbates over the defect 

free and defect containing surfaces of KBr. 
 

 F Cl Br I At 

KBr 

FA : Li+ 

FA : Na+ 

F : K+ 

FA : Rb+ 

FA : Cs+ 

-0.2754 

-0.7379 

-0.7402 

-0.7569 

-0.8300 

-0.8210 

-0.2561 

-0.7785 

-0.8003 

-0.8236 

-0.8409 

-0.8394 

-0.2066 

-0.7819 

-0.8160 

-0.8409 

-0.8492 

-0.8460 

-0.1694 

-0.7237 

-0.7805 

-0.7830 

0.7806 

-0.7860 

-0.1504 

-0.6425 

-0.7235 

-0.7445 

-0.7352 

-0.7400 
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Fig. (8): The energy levels, tops of valence bands and bottoms of the conduction  bands 

for F, Cl, Br, I, At, defect free and the defect containing surfaces of KBr 

 

3.2.5. Band gaps and electrical conductivity  

Fig.(8) shows that the defect-free surface of KBr can be made 

semiconducting by F and FA  centers. The band gap of the 

defect-free surface was significantly reduced to less than 2 eV (the domain of 

band gaps of a semiconducting material is 2 eV). This in turn implies that the 

electrical conductivity of an insulator can be significantly enhanced under the 

effect of electrons trapped in holes.  

 

4. Conclusions 

Ab initio molecular electronic structure calculations have been carried 

out to examine the FA center tunable laser activity color centers and 

adsorptivity of halogen atoms (F, Cl, Br, I, At) at the low-coordination (100) 

surface sites of KBr. Two commonly used methods, CIS and DFT, have been 

employed, and quantum clusters have been embedded in the simulated 

Coulomb fields of the crystal surfaces. The considered FA color centers were 

found to be suitable laser defects, and the laser activity was found to be 

inversely proportional to the size of the dopant cation  relative 

to the host cation ( ). In other words they decreases significantly as the 

bromine coordination decreases from 5 (flat) to 4 (edge) to 3 (  corner). The 

probability of orientational bleaching attributed to the RES saddle point ion 

configuration along the (110) axis was found to be inversely proportional to the 

size of the dopant cation. The excited state at the corner has higher energy than 

that at the flat or at the edge surfaces. The Glasner–Tompkins relation is 

generalized to include the reduced bromine coordination at the KBr surfaces. 

The F or FA surface imperfections enhance the adsorption of the halogen atoms 

and change the nature of adsorption from physical adsorption to chemical 

adsorption. The spin pairing mechanism played the dominant role in the course 

of adsorbate–substrate interactions and the KBr defect free surface can be made 

semiconducting by F or FA  surface imperfections. 
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